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Classes at UEA 
The film course at UEA is among the top in the UK and I can highly recommend it, as I 
took papers that I’ve not seen offered in New Zealand universities. After completing 
all my 200-level course requirements in the first semester at Otago, I was free to do 
whatever I liked at UEA. The most valuable class for me was “The Practice of 
Scriptwriting: Issues in Adaptation” where we learnt the foundations of scriptwriting 
by adapting a novel/story into a film/television show. Our professor was an industry 
veteran who knows just about everything about storytelling on screen, and I gained 
a lot from the class. It taught via a seminar, which is a much more hands-on 
approach than the tutorials at Otago. We had to work in groups a lot, which was 
great for discussing our projects and meeting other students. 
 
“The Business of Film and Television” was similarly excellent, as we got to look at the 
film and TV industries from the perspective of a producer and commissioner, so we 
learnt how money flows through the film industry and how to pitch a program idea. I 
also enrolled in “Introduction to Video Production” but found the class too basic, so 
switched to a theatre paper, “Audio Drama: Theatre of the Mind”, as an opportunity 
to do something different. This was another workshop paper where 15 of us would 
discuss radio drama together for three hours a week, and work on creating our own 
piece of audio theatre together. This was a very different approach to Otago – no 
academic readings or essays required – and really great fun! 
 
One difference from Otago is that at UEA I only had class on Mondays and Tuesdays, 
which was great for traveling but not so good for getting work done! Another is the 
marking system – 40% is a pass, and above 70% is considered very good (in the range 
of an A). Teachers rarely mark over 80% (usually only one person per class) as they 
think if you get over 80, you should be teaching the class. Also, in the autumn term 
(second Otago semester), there are no exams!  
 
Living at UEA / Norwich 
Norwich is a beautiful city. It is quiet, calm, and historic. I found it big enough to be 
interesting but small enough to explore thoroughly in the three months I spent 
there. It is an extremely safe place to live. There are two beautiful cathedrals, a 
1000-year old castle, a church for every week of the year and a pub for every day. 
There are also many good places to eat out if you’re feeling rich (Jamie Oliver’s, The 
Last Bar, etc), but Henry’s Hog Roast in the historic marketplace is the best spot to 
get a cheap lunch. One of Norwich’s best-kept secrets is the Norwich Puppet 
Theatre, where a workshop in puppetry is a must-do for anyone interested in film, 
theatre, or storytelling. 
 
I stayed in Norfolk Terrace (NT), one of the university’s most coveted 
accommodation options. It’s a mid-range price for UEA (around £1300 for the 
autumn semester), and is right on campus with beautiful views out to the lake and 



grounds. I recommend you request a room in a mature/international flat, as I stayed 
in one of these and it was very good. The flats in NT are huge – 14 people – which is 
a great opportunity to meet people from Britain and around the world. UEA does not 
have any catered accommodation, so you have to cook your own meals, but you do 
get a cleaner who looks after the shared kitchen and bathroom. Most days we 
cooked meals individually, but on special occasions we’d have a communal “family 
dinner” where everyone would contribute a dish. 
 
If you can afford it, Nelson Court is very nice as the flats are smaller, newer, and have 
ensuite bathrooms. I recommend staying in one of the uni’s accommodation options 
even though they are quite pricey. A friend I made at UEA came on exchange from 
Australia with her boyfriend, and to cut costs they rented a little apartment away 
from campus. They felt like they missed out on a lot of university life and didn’t meet 
many people because they were living by themselves, so felt they didn’t get the 
most out of their exchange.  
 
The campus at UEA is a 40-minute walk from the city centre, or a 25-minute bus ride. 
The campus is a triumph of utilitarian 60s design, made entirely from concrete, but 
it’s small and sweet and has everything you need – including a dedicated night club 
that runs just about every night of the week with themed parties. There is also a 
small supermarket (although the prices are quite high), launderette (£4.00 to wash 
and dry), a café in every corner, a restaurant/diner, and even an art center with a 
gallery and café.  
 
Travel 
I traveled before, during, and after my exchange, and can confirm that Norwich is a 
great base for traveling around the UK and Europe! Traveling around the UK is a 
breeze on the train – London is only 2 hours away, and if you book early enough a 
return trip will only cost you £10. Megabus is cheaper but takes longer. I went to 
London and back just about every other week as there is always things to do and see 
there. I can strongly recommend seeing The War Horse on stage (the price is high but 
worth every penny), and I also went to London to see my favourite author speak, go 
to many other plays (you can get cheap seats for £15-£25 if you don’t mind having 
an obscured view), attend film premieres, and go to concerts. There is always 
something happening in London so keep an eye out for events that interest you. The 
Shoreditch borough is a great place to explore; very hipster with lots of street art, 
vintage shops, and fun places to eat. 
 
Traveling internationally from England is also very easy – I got a flight straight from 
Norwich to Amsterdam which made for an easy and fun weekend away. Out of all 
the places I’ve visited, Krakow in Poland is by far my favourite. Poland is very cheap 
to visit (you can get a three course dinner for around NZ$20), and Krakow is a 
beautiful city both in looks and atmosphere. The food is great (cheap AND tasty!), 
and the country has a fascinating political and economic history. Visits to the 
Auschwitz and Birkenau death camps and the Wieliczka Salt Mine are a must from 
Krakow.  
 



 
Living Costs 
There are two small supermarkets close to the campus (about 10-15min walk) but 
the best supermarkets are in town. Morrisons is at the very end of the bus route 
near the railway station and has a huge range of food for low prices, so it’s worth the 
effort to get there.  
 
Getting your flat set up at the start of the semester costs a bit, but with luck you can 
organise your flatmates into setting up a shared pots/pans/cutlery system. As I 
ended up having two flats in Norfolk Terrace, this worked much better than when all 
14 people buy sets of kitchen utensils and crowd up the kitchen with too many pots! 
The kitchen set UEA advertises isn’t very high quality, so I recommend finding your 
own. There’s a pots/pans sale at the start of each semester so you can get basic 
utensils for 50p-£1, and you can head to Wilko or Poundland for cheap kitchen 
things, and Primark for cheap bedding. 
 
To sum up… 
I would recommend going on exchange to Norwich to anyone. It is a welcoming city 
with a friendly university campus, and the academics are particularly brilliant for 
anyone interested in film or creative writing. Definitely live on campus if you can, as 
this will make your university experience much more valuable. And travel as much as 
possible! Do things you wouldn’t expect you’d normally do, and have the best 
semester or year of your life! It’s worth the 30-hour trip to get from NZ to UK, I 
promise. 
 

 
View to the lake from Norfolk Terrace 
 
 


